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Hello, 

Couldn't get a slot registered for getting vaccinated? Worry not, our quizzes are open to all 
of you! We’d like to invite you to participate in the “Quiz competition” organized by ISTC. 
This quiz will be focus on your general knowledge in the vast world of computers and 
programming. 

The participation of the ISE students is compulsory in the quiz and the winners will be 
awarded with certificates. 

Here’s the link to the event: 
https://presenter.jivrus.com/p/11yeEsaXbDxFfmieirsYM4x8F8xk4xpmVEy4F9o4MROw 

This free event will be held on 6th June, 21 via online mode on Google forms from 2:00 pm 
to 2:40 pm. It will be an amazing weekend with code, fun and lots of learnings. 

May the winning side of the Force be with you. 

 

Poster for the event:

 

                                                      The Quiz Questions 

https://presenter.jivrus.com/p/11yeEsaXbDxFfmieirsYM4x8F8xk4xpmVEy4F9o4MROw


1) Consider the following C function  
void swap (int a, int b) 
{  
     int temp;  
     temp = a;   
     a = b;   
     b = temp; 
} 

        Options: a) Call swap(x,y)   

                       b) swap(x,y) cannot be used as the parameters are passed by value   

                       c) swap(x,y) cannot be used as it does not return any value 

        Answer:  b) swap(x,y) cannot be used as the parameters are passed by value   

 

2) Which of the following is the larger in terms of Data? 
Options:   a) Zettabyte 
                b) Yottabyte 
                c) Petabyte 
Answer:   b) Yottabyte 
 

3) Study the following program:  
main() 
 {  
    printf("SCE");  
    main(); 
 }  
What will be the output of this program? 
Options:  a) It will keep on printing SCE 
               b) It will Print SCE once 
               c) None of the these 
Answer:  a) It will keep on printing SCE 
 

4) One of the first computers, the ENIAC is an acronym for "Electrical Numerical 
Integrator and What"? 
Options:  a) computer 
               b) calculator 
               c) contraption 
Answer:  b) calculator 
 

5) In 1975, Paul Allen and who else licensed their BASIC programming language to 
MITS for use on their Altair 8800 computer? 
Options:  a) John Titus 
                b) Bill Gates 
                c)Steve Wozniak 



Answer:   b) Bill Gates 
 

6) As signed 8 bit integers, which of the following values is the maximum? (options are 
in base 2) 
Options:   a) 01101110 
                b) 10010010 
                c) 11111111 
Answer:   a) 01101110 
 

7)  In 1996, a computer beat Garry Kasparov, current world chess champion. What 
was the name of the computer? 
Options:  a) Deep blue 
               b) big Blue 
               c) Dark Blue 
Answer:  a) Deep blue 
 

8) For which encryption device did Alan Turing discover a vulnerability? 
Options:  a) Halley machine 
               b) Enigma machine 
               c) Cryptonomicon 
Answer:  b) Enigma machine 
 

9) A data structure in which elements can be inserted or deleted at/from both the ends 
but not in the middle is? 
Options:  a) Queue 
               b) Circular queue 
               c) Dequeue 
Answer:  c) Dequeue 
 

10)  A one-dimensional array A has indices 1....75.Each element is a string and takes 
up three memory words. The array is stored starting at location 1120 decimal. The 
starting address of A[49] is 
Options: a) 1164 
              b) 1167 
              c) 1264 
Answer: c) 1264 
 

11) Which header file should be included to use functions like malloc() and calloc()? 
Options:  a) stdlib.h 
               b) memory.h 
               c) string.h 
Answer:  a) stdlib.h 



 
12) The Apollo Guidance Computer, AGC used on the Apollo 11 mission that 

successfully landed on the moon had the equivalent of how much RAM? 
Options:  a) 4 Kilobytes 
               b) 16 Kilobytes 
               c) 64 Kilobytes 
Answer:  a) 4 Kilobytes 
 

13) What is required in each C program? 
Options:   a) The program must have at least one function. 
                b) The program does not require any function 
                c) Input data 
Answer:   a) The program must have at least one function. 
 

14) Who invented the famous "Game of Life" automaton simulation game? 
            Options:   a) John Conway 

                            b) Steve Jobs 

                            c) Barry Manilow 

             Answer:  a) John Conway 

 

15) Consider the following type definition: typedef char x[10]; x myArray[5]; What will 
sizeof(myArray) be ? (Assume one character occupies 1 byte) 
Options:  a) 15 bytes 
               b) 10 bytes 
               c) 50 bytes 
Answer:  c) 50 bytes 
 

16) A pointer is a memory address. Suppose the pointer variable has p address 1000, 
and that p is declared to have type int*, and an int is 4 bytes long. What address is 
represented by expression p + 2? 
Options: a) 1002 
              b) 1008 
              c) 1004 
Answer: b) 1008 
 

17) Which of the following function is user defined? 
Options: a) printf 
              b) main 
              c) scanf 
Answer: b) main 
 

18) Break statement is used for what? 



Options:  a) Quit a program 
               b) Quit the current iteration 
               c) both a and b 
Answer:  b) Quit the current iteration 
 

19) A pointer pointing to a memory location of the variable even after deletion of the 
variable is known as 
Options:  a) far pointer 
               b) dangling pointer 
               c)  null pointer 
Answer:  b) dangling pointer 
 

20) Prototype of a function means 
Options:  a) Name of Function 
               b) Output of function 
               c) Declaration of function 
Answer:  c) Declaration of function 
 
 
 
                                                Winners 
First rank: Thanush TD                            USN: 1SG20IS102 
Second rank: Varshitha Y.B                    USN: 1SG20IS109 

 

 



 

 

 


